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he Soo-piates C, are ses. 

cal in form and occupy the 
th{ d 3 and the post. A slic 
ing secured to the rods (; by bolts c. The 
floor-piates C, form sectio:ns of from one 
eighth to one-half of a complete spiral tuiri, 
They are arranged to overlap at their edges, 
the lower edge of each plate being above 
the upper edge of the next lower plate. The 
{loor-piates C. are formed from plate inefai, 
and those which compose he stricture from 
the inlet to the outlet have integral outer 
and inner upturned peripheral fanges c’, 

d 6°, the fiange a' being inade to bear 
i hand B, which consti 

he integral wall or flange 
e flange 6°, to bear against 
É. A. The lowest, or dis 
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In Eig. 1, the spiral chile is shown as con 
c2ling and D. which 

permit the ma - er at differe:ht, 
levels, and after passing down the conveyer, 

takes place at the outlet chute 
E, which is connected in the Space cetwee: 
the downturned inner flange 68 of the lover 
floor-plate g’, and the post A as clearly Seer. 
in Fig. 6. 
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The outer and inner us turned 
Sanges a”, and c, are bent or curved and 
diverge or flare in opposite directions: the 
oilter one inclines upwardly and is made to 

against the band or wall B, and the 
inner one is made to bear against the post 
A, thus forming a hollow space as it were 
from the top to the bottom of the spiral, 
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and lowers them with an ease that prevents 
their becoming chipped or broken to any 
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be made in sizes adapted to different, sizes of 
coal, such as egg, broken, stove, chestnut, 
pea, etc. It can also be made any hight, in 
sections from ten to sixteen feet, or in Such 
other lengths as may be suited to the pre 
vailing conditions and intended uses. 
The outer flange on the fioor-plates pre 

vents or helps to reduce wear against the 
edge of the upright band or wall 3; it also 
prevents or helps to reduce outside leakage 
of water or dust and it strengthens the floor 
plate itself. The inner flange has similar 
functions, that is, it prevents leakage of 
water or fine coal dust against the post, 
strengthens the floor-plate and prevents 
wear against the post. These flanges prac 
tically confine the wear to the floor-plates 
which lessens the cost of repair parts. 
The floor-plates may also be of utility in 

spiral separators and the term “spiral 
chutes’ is used broadly, so as to include the 
various utilities to which the invention is applicable. 
Having thus described the invention, what 
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claim as new and desire to secure by Let ters Patent is: 
1. A spiral chute, comprising a central 

post, helical floor-plates having upturned 
outer and inner flanges, said floor-plates be 
ing Secured to said post and bearing at their 
inner edges against said post to forth a run 
Way of which the post is the inner wall, the 
lower portion of said runway having its in 
her edge spaced away from the post and 
having an inner downturned flange. 

2. A spiral chute, comprising a central 
post, helical floor-plates having upturned 
outer and inner flanges, said floor-plates be 
ing secured to said post and bearing at their 
illner edges against said post to for a run 
way of which the post is the inner wall, the 
inner portion of the lower end of the Fun 
way being cut away and having its inner 
edge spaced away from the post. 
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